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30th January 2021
Dear Parents/ Carers,
The Coronavirus Chronicles #31
It’s another wet Saturday (pretty much like it’s been pouring down every day this week – when does
the summer start, please?) As many of you have told me, lockdowns are much more fun in the
sunshine. We know! We just haven’t managed to find a way to control the local meteorological
conditions just yet. Give us another few days and we hope to have cracked it. So, I’m taking the time
to pen you a little update, and also to ask for your support – see bullet number 1. And then think, well,
it’s a wet Saturday, why not oblige the little fella now?

•

We need to hear your feedback, please!! In the early stages of the last lockdown, we
asked you to fill out a questionnaire to help us understand what your experiences were,
what we were doing well and how we may improve. It was a very useful exercise for us
and it helped us to reflect and make changes for the better. Guess what? We’d like to do
that again! We run a questionnaire every year in order to benchmark our overall position
against questions that ‘OFSTED’ will ask when they come to inspect us, and so I’ve merged
these two opportunities to ask you both the OFSTED questions, gather your thoughts about
our remote school provision and then, as always, give you an open opportunity to feed
anything else back. PLEASE take the short time required to fill this out for us – it will take
about ten minutes, unless you want to spend longer crafting your answers. We will close
the survey in the middle of next week, but what else are you actually doing that prevents
you from filling it out now!? Thank you in advance, we will of course anonymously share the
results with you. The link is here: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/576YMD2

•

Volume of feedback. One of our biggest challenges currently is keeping up with the
volume of learning that is being returned to the teachers. As I’m sure you can imagine,
planning all the learning for the following days, preparing resources, getting live lessons
ready and delivering them, recording pre-recorded content and making phone calls home
to support pretty much takes up the whole of a teacher’s day, and so responding to the
work children submit is a tricky juggling act on top. We’ve got to make sure that everyone
gets through this lockdown as well as possible, and my one desire is to try and protect
everyone in our community’s mental health and well-being as much as possible. For this
reason, I have asked our teachers to try and target their feedback, focussing on key pieces
of work etc, so that their workload remains sustainable and the feedback they do give has
an impact. Thank you for your understanding and for working with your children as much
as you can to explore their learning and give them feedback from yourselves as well.

•

Please think about the time of day you may ask questions on the chat. It’s good to talk,
and we are finding the chat function is a useful way to remain connected with everyone,
however there have been some instances when adults or children have submitted
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messages or questions to the chat late at night and phones have pinged with notifications
that have disturbed sleep or evening recuperation. Please be mindful of the time of day
and restrict using the chat at extreme hours… we would be very much obliged…
•

Use the ‘how to’ guides, let the teachers teach… We’ve all got much better at using and
accessing the different elements of Teams, however there are still some situations where
technical questions are being asked by parents while teachers are trying to deliver live
learning. Please go back to the parent guides and read the instructions there to try and
problem solve, or use local networks to get extra support. It is not practical for teachers to
solve IT issues while they are also trying to deliver the best learning they can online. We’re
honestly not trying to be difficult, but we are, as always, walking a tightrope to be as
effective as we can…

•

Ideas for other learning away from the dreaded ‘screen’! Attached to this parentmail is a
guide we’ve put together that looks at all of the different subjects and suggests ideas for
additional activities that your child could do that do not require their face to be hypnotised
into an illuminated screen. We’ve created this by popular demand, and not as a list of
required activities, but we think it could be useful for you and hope it will give you
additional options to throw into your home schooling arsenal (other football teams are
available).

We’re getting through. We will get through. One step at a time. Together. Have a great weekend
and please be kind to yourselves because you are all kinds of amazing.
With my best wishes,
Jeremy
Principal
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